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Editors’ Introduction: The Book, the

Conference and Fighting Back

Ruth Heilbronn, Christine Doddington and
Rupert Higham

Abstract

This chapter introduces the book through discussing the context in
which it came about, namely a conference to mark the centenary of
the publication of Dewey’s Democracy and Education. The first sec-
tion relates to the book’s subtitle by describing and analysing the
context in which speakers at the conference engaged in a ‘fightback’
against educational policies found to be narrowly based on eco-
nomic aims, and to have lost sight of the humanistic aims of educa-
tion, aims which Dewey analysed and championed. The book is
structured around three key areas, all related to Dewey’s philoso-
phy of education � the first concerns technology, the second,
embodiment and the third, democracy and development. A discus-
sion on the significance of each of these areas for contemporary
educational theory is followed by detail on the individual chapters
within them. This chapter concludes with an introduction to the
cautiously optimistic and forward-looking epilogue by Gert Biesta
on the matters and issues raised in the book.

Keywords: Dewey; Democracy and Education; aims of education;
humanistic education
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Introduction

The year 2016 marked the centenary of the publication of Dewey’s

Democracy and Education with a plethora of books and centennial cele-

brations, including an international conference at Cambridge in

October 20161. The book sets out Dewey’s philosophy of education in a

succinct manner in 26 chapters, each with a chapter-ending summary. It

may therefore act as an introduction to his vast body of work, on which

we touch in the chapters of this book. Significantly in calling the confer-

ence, the planning group sent out ‘a call to action’ inviting interested

people to consider the book’s relevance within the current policy con-

text that seems so at odds with Dewey’s philosophy of education.
A major theme of this conference and all the celebrations of 2016

was this ‘call to action’, to fighting back against what is happening in

several dimensions � political and social but also educational, in a glob-

alized economic environment. Significantly in many education systems

worldwide, we see the aims of education to be predominantly subsumed

to economic ends, related to gaining skills, qualifications and employ-

ment in a global economy (Ball, 2001; Apple, 2004, 2005). In such

systems, pupils are routinely audited to ensure that they achieve

these skills, as are teachers to monitor their ‘effectiveness’ in curricular

‘delivery’. Teachers are positioned as delivery technicians and students

as deliverers of examination results.
Necessarily, assessment is based on audit and metrics: league

tables and performance management are brought into play to control

the ‘delivery’ of results. This has been defined as a performativity cul-

ture and there are many warnings about its effects in education

(e.g. Davies, 2003; Ball, 2012; Murray, 2012). When assessment is put

to the fore, this tends to drive curricula and pedagogy, and this can

skew teaching and lead to the inducements of fear and bribery to moti-

vate learning and an over-reliance on mechanical routines. As Ravitch

warns,

It behoves us to take seriously concerns that the current
emphasis on testing and inspection distorts the purposes

1The conference was a collaboration between the Philosophy of Education Society
of Great Britain (PESGB); the History of Education Society, UK; The Faculty of
Education, University of Cambridge and Homerton College. It took place between
28 September and 1 October 2016. There were 150 papers from 25 countries.
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of education. We no longer speak of education as a pro-
cess of human development. (Ravitch, 2013, p. 265)

In focusing the conference and this book on the work of John Dewey
in a twenty-first-century context we are fighting back against this inter-
pretation of social and political life, and particularly of this view of the
aims and purposes of education which Dewey termed ‘technical ratio-
nalism’ and has been later called ‘technicism’.

The book represents a view of education for humanistic not eco-
nomic aims. Qualifications are only part of the preparation for becom-
ing an adult in any society. Technological changes are bringing about
social change to the extent that we cannot predict what kind of employ-
ment and challenges young people will have to face as adults, nor the
kinds of jobs that will exist when they are adults. It follows that educa-
tion should be broadly based in order to enable people to be flexible,
adapt what they know and also to enjoy what they are able to do, as
preparation for life in uncertain times. This suggests that basing educa-
tional aims on purely economic terms is not satisfactory.

Taking humanistic aims for education means not starting from the
idea of skills and preparation for employment, although these are
important, but from a question about what should count as an educated
young person today. This question requires thinking about which
human qualities we wish to nurture and develop and how education
may foster them. Michael Oakeshott’s discussion is valuable here in
arguing that education has no ‘extrinsic’ end or purpose (i.e. a qualifica-
tion) outside the intrinsic end of becoming human (Oakeshott, 1972).
Education should evidently develop the knowledge and understanding
thought to be related to employability, but should aim more widely at
educating people for managing life and relationships so that they may
develop both practical capacity and the ability to make sensible and
grounded decisions, given changing economic and social conditions.
‘Moral seriousness’ (Pring, 2012) is a quality that has been highlighted
as important for the individual and for society. This would involve hav-
ing a sense of responsibility for the community, which might include
kindness and respect towards others. This takes us into thinking not
only about the knowledge and the skills that schools should aim to
inculcate but also about the qualities and dispositions we think pupils
need to develop. Often, and perhaps increasingly, the language of ‘skills’
and knowledge eclipses these vital human qualities.

In resisting such a narrow and restricted view of education we draw
on the work of John Dewey with particular reference to his own
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engagement in the political and educational causes of his day. Not only

was he an advocate for the kind of pedagogy implied by the chapters in

this book, but he also took an active part in public life, for example his

assuming the chair of a controversial commission into charges made

against Leon Trotsky in Moscow in the 1930s (Dewey, 1937) and his

defence of Bertrand Russell in relation to Russell’s being refused

appointment of the chair of philosophy in the City College of New

York on grounds of immorality (Dewey, 1940).
The conference keynote speakers also brought out the notion of

‘fight-back’. We briefly summarize below their talks, in order to point

to their body of work and their wider field of educational research, since

all are engaged in making a considerable contribution to the critique of

educational policies and practices and what they have to say on the

theme of ‘fight back’ is significant.
First, Barbara Stengel (2016) mounted ‘a spirited defence of the

possibility inherent in public schools and the potential of the teachers

who work there to enhance those possibilities’. She sought ‘to discover

grounds for agency and constructive identity in what most construe as a

dispiriting educational age’ (ibid.) and identified:

[t]he central problematic of teaching today: a potentially
crippling disjunct between teachers’ self-understanding as
educators and the systemic (political and institutional) ori-
entation toward achievement construed so narrowly as to
be anti-educational. (Ibid.)

Stengel deplores the fact that ‘This disjunct locates educators in an

emotional and action space that can be � and too often is � experienced

as hopeless’. But she suggests, ‘with the help of John Dewey, … teachers

may not be as “stuck” as it seems’.
Alison Peacock, chief executive of the Chartered College of Teaching,

was also an advocate of the fight back against technicism. In her talk,

she stated that ‘too often the education system stops children doing

amazing things by looking at children in terms of numbers and letters

slapped onto their foreheads’.2 She reported on the project Learning

without Limits, in which nine teachers working in different schools ran

2The citations are taken from this keynote talk, available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=wfQB2RHuhLk
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classrooms on core principles of inclusion, co-agency and trust (see also
Peacock, 2016).

Rosa Bruno-Jofré’s keynote speech showed how the connections
between discourses and political situations are relevant to work in our
current context, through her example of Dewey’s reception in Chile in
the 1920s and other Latin American contexts. She traced a search for a
political ethic of social change with Dewey at the centre which is signifi-
cant for our times. (This builds on her work of Deweyan interpretation;
see Bruno-Jofré, 2010 and Bruno-Jofré and Schriewer, 2012.)

Gert Biesta’s keynote talk asked whether, in seeking to make a con-
nection between education and democracy, Dewey was actually con-
cerned about the political project of democracy and its educational
demands, or whether he remained caught in European conceptions of
education-as-formation (Bildung). This question needs posing in the
context of the book, in which we are claiming for Dewey a relevance to
understanding and acting on our current issues in education. The third
part of the book is particularly concerned with the idea of democracy in
education. The focus is on how Deweyan ideas of democracy connected
to the way in which people relate to each other; to the respect for indi-
vidual voice; for consensual decision-making and for a Deweyan demo-
cratic culture, rather than democracy as a political project. Such a
culture differs from the current educational policy culture of top-down
imposition of strategies and policies. The book returns to challenging
questions raised by Biesta in the Epilogue.

The current context became the focus of the conference panel session,
posed as a question: John Dewey � Too Toxic for Policy? Richard Pring
started this session with a background on the positioning of Dewey’s
ideas in England, citing an influential government report into primary
education (known as the Plowden Report), which argued for a
Deweyan type of curriculum, in reaction against traditional learning dis-
connected from children’s experiences (HMSO, 1967). Pring reported
how the Plowden Report drew virulent criticisms and the accusation of
John Dewey as ‘the proximate cause of all our educational decline’.

Arguments between the so-called traditionalists and progressives in
education still run deep in education today and this was picked up by
Melissa Benn who talked on the theme of the profound and hostile
rejection of progressive ideas in our time, and argued that there has
always been resistance to a return to an arid traditionalism. In her jour-
nalism and activism she represents and supports a growing number of
parents and ‘a new generation of educators and parents who say “No!
Enough! We want something else”’ (see e.g. Benn, 2012).
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Lynda Stone described a complex current culture in the United

States today. There is seemingly total acceptance of the regime of stan-

dardized testing and a great emphasis on knowledge and achievement,

over an education based on experience and the social good. She claimed

that education has lost focus on ethics and ethos. But there are what

she calls ‘small democracies’ from which we can draw hope, such as tea-

chers working consensually in professional learning communities on

areas that they choose, that are not imposed on them from the top

down (see also Stone, 2016).
All the keynote speakers in one way or the other were arguing for a

kind of education we might broadly call ‘Deweyan’. When we talk of

‘fighting back’ in the title of this volume, we have constantly in our

minds the current context of not only the wider policy context we have

called technicist, but the local choices that are made in consequence

of high stakes assessment for the school curriculum, where the arts

and the humanities are frequently sidelined to make time for Science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics subjects, those which are

internationally audited, because of the premium on a ‘knowledge based

curriculum’. Warnings against a restriction of the school curriculum are

many (e.g. Greene, 1981; Nussbaum, 2006, 2010; Benn, 2012; Pring,

2012; Ravitch, 2013).
Dewey stood for a humanistic curriculum that supported both indi-

vidual development and social aims. In My Pedagogic Creed, his short

statement of his beliefs regarding education, he tells us:

I believe that education is a regulation of the process of
coming to share in the social consciousness; and that
the adjustment of individual activity on the basis of this
social consciousness is the only sure method of social
reconstruction. … I believe that in the ideal school we
have the reconciliation of the individualistic and the insti-
tutional ideals. (Dewey, 1897, p. 93)

The current context of performativity in education takes the focus

away from societal development. We draw on Dewey’s philosophy of

education in the book to expand on our notion that commitment to

fighting back against such a technicist view of education is necessary.

The book is structured around three key areas, all related to Dewey’s

philosophy of education � the first concerns technology; the second,

embodiment and the third, democracy and development.
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Part One � Dewey and Technology

That Dewey had something to say to our times is clear in the first part

of this book, concerned with technology and the issues and controver-

sies that digital technologies raise in our time. Is the fear of young peo-

ple engaged in social media justified? What are the dangers of life in a

networked era and how does living in a technologically mediated world

impact on social life, the development of individuals, education and cul-

ture? How can digital technologies support educational developments?

These large questions are discussed in the chapters of this part.
Bob Coulter, in Chapter 1, tackles the familiar fear of young people

spending much of their time on social media and the argument that this

distances them from real-life experiences and is a bad influence on their

development. In contrast to these fears, many adults, educators and

parents think that young people must have access to these technologies

and be familiar and at ease with their use, since the twenty-first century

has increasingly complex information systems and social means of com-

munication. He draws on Dewey’s frame of experience as articulated in

Democracy and Education and Experience and Education ‘to craft a

framework by which uses of digital technology can be assessed for their

educational value’. This framework, he argues, can support positive

educational and personal development, in what he identifies as ‘experi-

ence-rich, growth-promoting uses of technology’. Importantly, as his

numerous examples illustrate, these positive uses of technology can be

linked to broader concerns for young people developing the capacities

needed for democratic citizenship.
In Chapter 2, Sally Eaves and Stephen Harwood continue this explo-

ration of the social and creative possibilities of digital technology for

young people in their account of ‘makerspaces’, which offer accessible

and affordable venues within communities and which, in turn, can

make a contribution to those communities. Makerspaces can provide a

resource for people to explore and experiment, as well as share informa-

tion and knowledge. Through explicating Dewey’s views on what con-

stitutes a desirable learning space and his view of the empowered

individual, the authors analyse the value of makerspaces in educative

processes, within a social learning community and this means outside

formal learning environments, which have certain limitations. Eaves

and Harwood are optimistic about the educative and social possibilities

that such makerspaces afford, and the chapter suggests how individuals

using these spaces are enabled to be creative and innovative.
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The final chapter in this part of the book, Chapter 3, by Gonzalo
Jover, Rosario González Martı́n and Juan Luis Fuentes further illus-
trates how Dewey’s ideas are pertinent to our generation of students
and educators. In an innovative project, they have developed a course,
studying classic texts using the Internet, with secondary education stu-
dents from three schools in Santiago (Chile), Madrid and London. The
project is based on an open reading of Sophocles’s Antigone through an
online application that enables students from the participating schools
to interact. The chapter explicates the theoretical bases of the project.
The first two sections of the chapter analyse the interpretation that
Martha Nussbaum and Dewey each made of Antigone. The final section
presents the Antigone project as a learning experience, promoting what
Dewey called a creative democracy.

Part Two � Dewey and Embodiment

One of the long-standing battles that Dewey fought throughout his
work concerned the societal tendency to divide and ‘dis’ integrate fea-
tures of humanity. He pursued a holistic view of human experience,
stressing the need to understand persons as integrated and situated
within their environment and in association with others. He famously
argued against dualisms such as theory/practice or subject/object not
necessarily because these are false starting points in philosophy but
because sharp, fundamental splits ‘oblige us to reach for antithetical
principles to make sense of the world’ (Fesmire, 2015, p. 46) creating
inevitable consequences for our capacity to understand. Of these dual-
isms, mind/body was one split that is repeatedly challenged at a pro-
found level in his work. Dewey suggests that ‘false notions about the
control of the body … extending to control of mind and character, is
the greatest bar to intelligent social progress’ (Dewey, 1922, p. 23).

To signal the inclusivity he wanted to stress, Dewey coined the notion
of body�mind but then amplified how he used the terms. At one level,
he claims that embodiment is a straightforward indication that mind
does not exist without body and that in health, the body does not live
without mind. But the extent of this is far-reaching: ‘body-mind simply
designates what actually takes place when a living body is implicated in
situations of discourse, communication and participation’ (Dewey,
1925, p. 217).

Dewey is not combining the physical with the mental here but is sug-
gesting that the body is not a ‘thing’ but rather our centre and source of
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situated activity with mind intrinsic to activity as a way of making sense
of our transactions with the world. Our initial transactions based on
impulse, in time, become habits of both mind and action. Thus, as
Sharon Sullivan explains, Dewey sees the:

… organic body as a collection of activities, characterized
by habit and grounded in physicality that is constituted by
its relationships with its various environments. For human
bodies in particular, this means that bodies give rise to
and participate in the meanings provided by their transac-
tions. As transactional participants in meaning, human
organisms often help secure existing habits and cultural
customs but they are also capable of transforming them.
(Sullivan, 2001 p. 40)

In Western culture, there has recently been a surge of interest in
health and well-being associated with care of the body and mind. For
example, the growth in practices such as yoga and mindfulness mark
renewed interest in how breath and body awareness can have profound
psychological effects. Schools have not been immune to this trend and a
number of educational institutions now give space and credence to these
activities, often as a gesture towards the well-being of students and staff.
However, the extent to which education itself is seen as an embodied
experience is much more limited. For Dewey, embodiment is highly sig-
nificant for our understanding of educational experience and learning.
Therefore, the implications for education reach far beyond an addi-
tional class in mindfulness. Enquiry and the capacity for growth are
embedded in the situations and activities that create educational experi-
ence; therefore, the stress on action cannot be understood without
acknowledgement of the importance of the body. In the current techni-
cist climate, the worth and extent of this awareness for the quality of
educational experience becomes invisible � hence the struggle in many
schools becomes one of ‘what can we add on to our already crowded
curriculum’, rather than ‘how should we think differently about the
transformative experiences we give in the name of education.’

The chapters in this collection, which focus on the importance of
understanding our lives as embodied, offer a number of clear calls for
significant transformation, but all show an appreciation of the depth of
Dewey’s ideas on embodiment. We bring together three different per-
spectives that indicate some of the transformative relevance of due con-
sideration of embodiment. These range from the extensive possibilities
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of the Alexander Technique, the very practice that helped Dewey
deepen his own thinking related to the body, to the centrality of the
body in racial inequality and its significance for democratic practice.

The theme of embodied habit emerges as a central tenet of Chapter 4
by Charlotte Woods, Malcolm Williamson and Jenny Fox Eades. They
are practitioners of the Alexander Technique and, attracted by Dewey’s
own belief in the technique, they join Richard Shusterman in advocating
that we should fight the academic dominance of the mind over the
body in educational discourse and practice. This chapter reminds us
of Dewey’s beliefs and the somatic philosophy underpinning the
Alexander Technique. Unconscious habits of the body that can be
drawn into awareness and changed or corrected have transformational
dimensions for our thought and receptivity to experience. This is part of
the plasticity in our way of living that is so essential for growth and
receptivity to other ways of being. Dewey was not only committed to
his own practice of the Alexander Technique, but the writers suggest
that his own regular experience helped him to articulate more clearly,
the central role of body�mind throughout their work. The challenge to
the anti-somatic stance of most educational discourse and practice is
another dimension of seeing Dewey’s work as a way of fighting the cur-
rent dominant culture in education.

Corporeality resonates throughout Kathleen Knight-Abowitz’s and
Sue Ellen Henry’s chapter (Chapter 5) and the need for transformation
is all too clear. Their analysis of African American experience and
disenfranchisement and the reality of ‘fundamental plunder’ of White
classes over Black citizens, highlighted by Ta-Nehisi Coates, offers a
striking and timely lens into the reach and subtlety of Dewey’s sense of
deep democratic participation in Democracy and Education. ‘Black
Bodies in Schools’ reminds us how significant situated experience is for
educating but also how the habitual and long-standing cultural environ-
ment of schools can unintentionally solidify racial constructs. Following
Dewey, the writers see hope in that habits as ‘embodied intelligences
that typically harden into unconscious action and thought (that) can be
brought to the light of reflective consciousness through the use of the
mind’. They argue that the contemporary reality of the somatic experi-
ence of African Americans is a significant spur and resource for educa-
tion and social justice, for ‘inquiry around the status of bodies in any
system, reveals personal and cultural truths’.

Christine Doddington’s chapter in this part, Chapter 6, begins by
looking at spaces and current trends that also offer alternatives to
approaches that over-intellectualize the nature of education. The main
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focus is on a distinctive change of physical environment for educational

experience � that of taking education into the open, to places outside

of rooms, walls and buildings. Dewey’s work on experience and habit is

used to show how, building on the significance he gives the body, this

change of place has richer potential than what mere physical relocation

suggests. In particular, Dewey’s later stress on the aesthetic nature of

experience comes into play so that ‘open’ situations can be seen to have

increased value for growth. An understanding of the value and nature

of aesthetic experience is a further move in fighting the dominance

of technicist views, which can infect outdoor, just as much as indoor,

education.

Part Three � Democracy and Development

In recent years, the traditional versus progressive debate has been rein-

vigorated by interpretations of the work of an American scholar of

Literature, E.D. Hirsch, by academics and teachers. In his 1988 book,

Cultural Literacy, he criticizes Dewey’s claim that ‘accumulating infor-

mation in the form of symbols’ devalues education; he argues that the

progressive focus on student-led learning in primary education that

Dewey helped inspire leads to divergent knowledge that fuels ‘cultural

fragmentation’. The poor lose out the most because the curriculum

does not require that they learn basic facts at home that enable more

sophisticated participation within society � unlike their wealthier

counterparts � putting them in a disadvantage in secondary and tertiary

education. This has in turn shaped the rise of academies and charter

schools in the United Kingdom, the United States and elsewhere with

a focus on traditional curricula and discipline as a foundation for

academic and personal success. In a nutshell, they suggest that there is a

core of ‘powerful knowledge’, in Michael Young’s phrase, that inducts

young people into language and culture without which they will be

unable either to fully comprehend or to make effective connections

between the things they learn. This core symbolic knowledge, it is

claimed is best learnt within clearly defined subject disciplines,

enabling students to think critically once the foundations are secure.

Innovatively, this movement links the return to a traditional curriculum

with reducing social inequality by promising to give all students a

chance to a form of education which is traditionally the preserve of the

elites.
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To date this traditionalist stance has been held by relatively few �
but catalysed to significance by two factors. First, the passion with
which it is advocated in the face of a perceived progressive stranglehold
over teacher training institutions and wider school cultures; second, the
huge support it has received from conservative politicians who see it as
justifying their long-held views that the elite education that most of
them received should be the standard for others. This support is more
than ideological: the recent round of the ‘Teaching and Leadership
Innovation Fund’ in the United Kingdom revealed that nearly all of the
£74 million allocated was to a range of companies, academy chains and
teacher training organizations that promote highly directive approaches
to the curriculum such as compulsory phonics, and highly prescriptive
approaches to classroom behaviour emphasizing transmission and low
student participation. In the United States, this process has progressed
further. Doug Lemov’s Teach like a Champion � a book that advocates
teachers setting up a regime of military strictness and uniformity within
the classroom to create the best conditions for efficient transmission of
knowledge � has been adopted as the basis of the curriculum for the
Relay Graduate School of Education, a rapidly expanding teacher train-
ing programme that eschews college-based learning about education in
favour of teacher techniques for behaviour and content control, and
judges students principally on the basis of their students’ grades.
Alongside this goes an increased blurring of the lines between public
and private provision, with the justification that the money must follow
the innovation, be it in the public or private sector, and that, by impli-
cation, the ossified progressive majority in the state system must be
shaken up from the outside.

However, a deeper study of Democracy and Education, such as the
authors in Part Three provide, shows us that Hirsch’s analysis of Dewey
is flawed, and that the form of equality promised by this movement is
both unrealistic and undemocratic. First, Dewey explicitly distances
himself from key tenets of progressive pioneers such as Froebel and
Montessori, despite his sympathy towards their intentions: for example,
he rejects their naturalism (the belief that children’s true and unique
nature is already embedded within them) and idealism (that there are
perfect forms of knowledge that are ‘recognised’ and adopted by lear-
ners). Instead, he delineates a distinctive, pragmatist position that sees
growth as the product of ongoing negotiation between teachers, stu-
dents and society focused on real problems in a mutable world.

Second, chapter 21 of Democracy and Education (Dewey, 1916) gives
a historical analysis of traditional divisions between ‘academic’ and
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‘vocational’ curricula going back to the mind/body distinction made in
ancient Greece, demonstrating how curricula for the elite have prized
abstract knowledge as a positional good rather than for its practical
utility. It is thus valued substantially because of its deliberate separation
from vocational focuses on uses of knowledge, which has formed curric-
ula for the majority. Aiming for ‘an elite education for everyone’, in the
former UK prime minister David Cameron’s oxymoronic phrase, is
thus not only politically implausible, but damaging for all parties since
both educational routes are diminished in personal and social value by
their separation. The increasing focus on transmitting and measuring
the uptake of ‘powerful knowledge’, and the competitiveness, prescrip-
tiveness and narrowing of the curriculum that it has promoted, has only
increased such divisions � with the children of the wealthy and edu-
cated always at an advantage from the start. Further, it changes the
nature of that knowledge from its inherent value, enabling students to
act more powerfully in their everyday lives through its application, to
instrumental value, where the principal use of knowledge is to demon-
strate one’s superior command of it in examinations that lead to
advancement at others’ expense. Finally, it normalizes equality of
opportunity in education over more genuine equality: the belief that as
long as a child has ‘had a chance’ to succeed academically and to join,
say, an elite profession as a result, then the failure of the majority to do
so is their own fault, and perhaps that of their teachers and families
too. This is a recipe for the continued segregation of classes that Dewey
fought against. He recognized that school-based education cannot over-
come such inequalities alone, but can only do so as part of a wider soci-
ety in which a diversity of unique, incommensurable interests and
connections between people are promoted and enabled from the start,
leading to personal and collective growth.

In this ongoing coup against broad-based, public sector teacher edu-
cation, Dewey has been recast as bogeyman instead of talisman. His
work, however, offers us ways to fight back that are not stereotypical
of a romantic and insufficiently rigorous progressivism. Moving beyond
such misinterpretations, the authors in Part Three draw on different
aspects of Dewey’s work to demonstrate how a broader and forward-
looking understanding of the curriculum can develop both students’
motivation to learn and the social bonds essential to a healthy
democracy.

In Chapter 7, Neil Hopkins states that control of the curriculum is
always political � and that Dewey leads a long line of educational thin-
kers who have argued against national governmental control over the
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curriculum. Hopkins explores the English context, where a zeal to drive
up ‘standards’ as measured by quantified tests has refocused teaching
onto boosting performance both nationally and, through an increasing
focus on the Programme for International Student Assessment, interna-
tionally. This, he argues, has both narrowed and homogenized the
curriculum, sifting out the opportunities for adapting learning to local
contexts and to individual students. Furthermore, it reimagines educa-
tional performance as an international currency in a competitive eco-
nomic sphere. Students, if graded as comparable units, are stymied in
the development of their unique agency. Instead, he gives examples of
where ownership of the curriculum has been shared within the commu-
nity, promoting a dialogue among all stakeholders about what should
be learned collectively and individually. The resulting curriculum is a
living, context- and problem-orientated agreement, rather than a top-
down directive of approved content, which engages all parties in a dem-
ocratic process that is educative in itself.

Brian Dotts (Chapter 8) deftly explores Dewey’s radical under-
standing of democracy as a living process, rather than a desirable
form of state. He takes us on a highly informed tour of early mod-
ern political thinkers, drawing parallels between Dewey’s critique of
their rigid conceptions of democratic states and Habermas’ analysis
of how the individual is captured and restricted by bureaucracy.
Dewey’s interpretation of democracy as an evolving framework for
promoting diverse communication within and across societies, he
argues, not only prefigured and influenced Habermas’s communica-
tive action theory but went beyond it by extending this principle of
humane and expansive communication to all fields of human life �
not just political institutions. Dotts highlights that education requires
the foundations of shared ways of life, language and values in order
to operate � but must encourage learners to always be ready to
question and reshape those foundations as part of their critical
engagement with the unique present situation. Thus, democratic edu-
cation, when it becomes a passive and factual topic, is stultified; this
parallels exactly a fixed curriculum that does not encourage learners
to see its precepts as ultimately fallible and adaptable.

In Chapter 9, Victoria Door and Clare Wilkinson build on this
theme by exploring Dewey’s synthesis of relationships, attitudes and
behaviour in education. Values and dispositions are not transmitted
but rather learned through example, with teachers as powerful and
vital role models for children. In particular, teachers have a duty to
model openness to, and placing value on, the distinctive perspectives,
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knowledges and activities of each student, as this ‘enlarges and
enlightens experience, it stimulates and enriches imagination; it creates
responsibility for accuracy and vividness of statement and thought’.
Through the example of students’ challenging behaviour and personal-
ized learning, they advocate teachers engaging with students’ subjectiv-
ities rather than imposing an inflexible line; through exploring
underlying causes and consequences, the interaction becomes educa-
tional for both, and a model for how to engage with others in a
democratic society. This open-mindedness is not a licence for poor
behaviour or idiosyncratic tangents but a commitment to mutual
realignment within a community’s members that respects the interests
of all; it requires the cultivation of ‘intelligent sympathy for others’. It
enables all parties to break the habits of thought and action that ren-
der relationships objective and mechanical, instead ingraining the
desire to continue to grow through interacting with the distinctive
qualities of others � which themselves form a substantial strand of a
situated democratic curriculum.

Finally, in Chapter 10, Valentine Ngalim, exploring Dewey’s con-
cept of ‘interest’ in the realm of mathematics education, explains that
this does not mean that students should learn what they like, but that
they should and must be helped to discover the power of mathemati-
cal thinking through tasks that provide rich and engaging experiences.
He gives the use of maths to calculate the shapes, angles and sizes of
plots on a school farm, overcoming the false division between abstract
processes and embodied activity. This multidisciplinary activity exem-
plifies ‘interest’ as a goal-orientated, intersubjective social phenome-
non. Growth in education is thus the fruit of rich experiences that
integrate the shared abstractions of our cultural heritage with unique
students and situations. The value of mathematics need not be proven
through the promise of equal engagement with elites, but with its
power to enhance one’s understanding and actions in the present.

Epilogue

We conclude the book with a cautiously optimistic and forward-looking
text by Gert Biesta, ‘The Persistence of Dewey’s Pragmatism: On
Possibilities and Risks’.

Biesta believes that ‘the return of Dewey as an educational thinker
has perhaps less to do with the intellectual dynamics of 20th century
educational thought and more with the politics of education’, and he
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queries how far the use of Dewey’s name coincides with the actual sub-

stance of his thought. Biesta points us in the direction of the value of

Dewey’s work in providing an outlook very different from the reliance

on economic outcomes. As such, Dewey remains a source of inspiration.

Biesta sees contributions to educational debates, such as the chapters in

this book as important in providing a thoughtful antidote against the

direction of conservative policy in education.
Nevertheless, we should be mindful of the pitfalls of uncritical enthu-

siasm for Dewey’s educational ideas. Biesta analyses these pitfalls as

first a non-questioning acceptance of Deweyan pedagogy in a way

which becomes dogmatic and rigid. This is counter to Dewey’s own cri-

tique of ‘the quest for certainty’. Biesta reminds us that Dewey’s

thought is ‘not a set of (ontological) claims or beliefs, but a collection of

specific answers to highly contextual questions and problems’. Further,

there are issues arising from the fact that Dewey’s is more a theory of

learning than an educational theory. Biesta claims that a theory of

learning is not automatically and not out of itself also a (sound) theory

of education. ‘The learning question is, in other words, not the same as

the education question’.
We end the book with Biesta’s words, with which the editors heartily

concur, that ‘the return to Dewey’s educational thought cannot be a

matter of repetition but requires thoughtful reconstruction � and

Dewey would probably be the first to agree with this’.
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